ON TERRORISTS AND FREEDOM FIGHTERS

Khaled A. Beydoun

The Russian invasion of Ukraine in late March of 2022 ushered in a new chapter of war on the European continent. For a Russian regime intent on actualizing its imperial vision and an accosted Ukranian community fighting in the name of self-determination, this war is far more than a theater of war. Ukraine evolved into real-time drama for racial understandings of “terrorism” and “freedom fighter,” and their political ascription in Muslim-majority nations where parallel struggles either continue to rage or are violently crushed.

By interrogating the centrality of race within the dialectic of “freedom” and “terrorism,” this Essay examines how realpolitik driving law and its accompanying discourses is powerfully abetted by racial difference and charged by the indelible resonance of whiteness when it concerns the role of freedom fighter. The War in Ukraine, distinctly unfolding alongside similar campaigns in the “Middle East” and Muslim-majority contexts, is a powerful case study illustrating this dissonance. This dissonance colors the framing of nonwhite Muslims vying for self-determination as terrorists and white Ukrainians, engaged in the same exact acts of resistance, as freedom fighters. This racial interplay saturates media discourses and scholarly literatures, across screens on walls to the smaller ones in our palms as new wars converge with preexisting crusades.

One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter, the slogan holds; a credo that rings a broad truth, yet falls short of qualifying how race and racism dictate how these labels are politically imagined, then practically and legally assigned.

INTRODUCTION

My only consolation is that periods of colonization pass, that nations sleep only for a time, and that peoples remain.

— Aimé Césaire

Journalist: The law’s often inconvenient, Colonel.
Colonel Mathieu: And those who explode bombs in public places, do they respect the law perhaps?

— THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS
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1 AIMÉ CÉSAIRE, DISCOURSE ON COLONIALISM 44 (Joan Pinkham trans., 2001).
2 THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS (Igor Film & Cashah Film 1966).
The landmark film, *The Battle of Algiers*, brought the stunning drama of the Algerian Revolution to screens everywhere. From the winding walkways of the Casbah to the legions of foreign soldiers whirling through them, the film captured the color of imperial horror marked by 132 years of French occupation.

On the silver screen, the world finally saw and understood the Algerians for who they were: a people fighting for their independence with everything they had. Through the director’s subaltern lens, the film exposed the unhinged “barbarism” that loomed underneath the pristine uniform of “civilization” adorned and advanced by the colonial French. The roles of the “terrorist” and “freedom fighter” were cinematically retold, reversing the weight of law and its imprint on colonial history. As the director Gillo Pontecorvo showed and Jean-Paul Sartre wrote: “When despair drove [the Algerians] to revolt, these subhumans either had to perish or assert their humanity against us: they rejected all our values, our culture, our supposed superiority.”

The film, nearly six decades beyond its making, remains revolutionary theatre. It masterfully recreates the asymmetrical battle between the indigenous Algerians, most powerfully the women, who rooted anything and everything from the loins of the land they loved so much to survive the French. Only that brand of love, indigenous love, could scale odds stacked so heavily against them. They faced the limitless legions of colonial soldiers brandishing the most modern weaponry, and the blow of imperial laws crafted to steal rightful claim of soil that sheltered their ancestors and nourished their fight.

As *The Battle of Algiers* made naked, the law is often the colonizer’s first front. Through word, law strips the natural claim of self-governance.

---

3 Id.
5 Aimé Césaire theorizes how colonialism degrades the colonizer and its “soul” and, through its pillaging and plundering of colonized peoples, reduces it to barbarism. CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 47–48.
7 Depicting how Algerian women toppled prevailing stereotypes of “passivity” and “submissiveness” by weaponizing these qualities against the disarmed French soldiers who did not consider them threats, the film’s representation of the Muslim woman freedom fighter was particularly transformative and unprecedented in cinema. For a scholarly critique of these tropes, and the gendered Islamophobia they still give rise to, see Khaled A. Beydoun & Nura A. Sediqe, *Unveiling*, 111 CALIF. L. REV. (forthcoming 2023), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4054865 [https://perma.cc/R09P-L4AL].
8 See JAMES MCDOUGALL, A HISTORY OF ALGERIA 86–129 (2017) for an analysis of the colonial laws enforced by the French to seize Algerian lands and strip the rights of the natives, from 1830 through 1944.
deriving from indigeneity, then swiftly unravels the humanity of those resisting with their bodies and being.9 Law enables the colonial power and his foot soldiers to carry the fight within the most intimate quarters of the natives’ homes. And then, law labels the righteous resistance against it as “terrorism.”10 The charge of terrorism, per its modern “War on Terror”11 deployment and earlier use, is crafted powerfully along racial lines, as illustrated by the kindred realities unfolding in the Casbah then, and in accosted squares of Kyiv today.

Law converts that very absurdity — that a foreign force holds possessory rights over a native’s home — into the manmade fiat of manifest destiny.12 Brutal soldiers invoked this legal authority crafted by foreign men in distant capitals and cruelly imposed it on natives as their new fate. This is the law’s cardinal function in settler colonial states like America and imperial experiments such as Algeria — to delegitimize self-determination and dehumanize those who resist.

“The rule of law?” Aimé Césaire asks rhetorically: “I look around and wherever there are colonizers and colonized face to face, I see force, brutality, cruelty, sadism, conflict . . . .”13 Law, in this sense, is an imperial instrument, molded and maneuvered to advance the interests of those that hold power over it and power over the machinery that translates authoritative law into ominous violence. Law is most lethal when it envisions its targets as objects of conquest rather than subjects of patronage.14

The discourse between the journalist in The Battle of Algiers and Lieutenant Colonel Philippe Mathieu brings this imperial expedience of law, or convenience, to vivid display. Mathieu is the cinematic embodiment of the steely French entitlement driving its colonial obsession of

---

9 See generally CÉSAIRE, supra note 1. “A civilization that uses its principles [laws] for trickery and deceit is a dying civilization.” Id. at 31.

10 The term “terrorist,” perhaps more than any other political or criminal indictment, is strategically ambiguous — enabling state actors to deploy it in ways that advance their specific political interest, or mandate. American law, for example, has several definitions of the term across its network of federal laws. For an analysis of these legal definitions, and what “terrorism” means according to American interests, see Keiran Hardy & George Williams, What is “Terrorism”? Assessing Domestic Legal Definitions, 15 UCLA J. INT’L L. & FOREIGN AFFS. 77, 154–59 (2011).

11 This Essay defines the “War on Terror” as the domestic and global campaign commenced by President George W. Bush on September 20, 2001, nine days after the 9/11 terror attacks. President Bush declared, before Congress: “Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped and defeated.” President George W. Bush, Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the American People (Sept. 20, 2001).

12 Manifest destiny is the ideologically driven belief, often steered by religion, that dispossession of another peoples’ land is the intended fate of the colonial power. This belief is, in many cases, “inexorably entwined with race and racism.” LAURA E. GÓMEZ, MANIFEST DESTINIES: THE MAKING OF THE MEXICAN AMERICAN RACE 4 (2007).

13 CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 42.

14 Id.
Algeria. With regard to Ukraine, the French stand as a telling archetypal for the arrogant authoritarianism of President Vladimir Putin, whose obsession with power is wed to a kindred nostalgia of Soviet regional and global hegemony. This discourse about law and power, imperialism and indigeneity is built upon an undergirding epistemic about freedom fighters and terrorists — a timeless dialectic that screams from the screens as if from *The Battle of Algiers*.

* * *

Political reality, after all, inspires the best cinema. In a world marred by two decades of a global War on Terror, racial reckoning, and cold wars of the past thawing to restore bygone geopolitical rivalries, modern reality is as gripping as fiction. Terrorism has taken on a pointed racial and religious form. Muslims, transnationally, have been “raced” as terrorists as a consequence of this American-led crusade. Their faith is conflated with extremism and their portrayal in American media is constructed based on that conflation. More than legitimizing this indictment, global War on Terror law and propaganda have spearheaded its construction. In turn, they unravel the humanity of Muslims in favor of a political visage that enables policing and prosecution in America and military persecution and mass punishment abroad. This occurs even in lands where Muslims — like the Algerian women and men in Gilo Pontecorvo’s classic film — are striving for self-determination against modern imperial actors. Seeing them as terrorists facilitates the unseeing of them for what they rightfully are: freedom fighters struggling for the very dignity that Ukrainians, taking arms in the midst of impending conquest, clench onto in the face of imposing Russian aggression.

The force of the imperial law, that simultaneously strips the land from its rightful holders and constructs them as inferior or inhuman, is

---

15 See *The Battle of Algiers*, supra note 2.
17 For an intimate analysis of the genesis and impact of Black Lives Matter, see KEEANGA-YAMAHITTA TAYLOR, FROM #BLACKLIVESMATTER TO BLACK LIBERATION (2016).
20 Id.
21 See generally Khaled A. Beydoun, *Exporting Islamophobia in the Global “War on Terror,”* 95 N.Y.U. L. REV. ONLINE 82 (2020) (examining how American War on Terror policy and rhetoric facilitated the persecution of Muslim populations in nations across the world, with a specific focus on China and India).
22 Khaled A. Beydoun, *Islamophobia: Toward a Legal Definition and Framework*, 116 COLUM. L. REV. ONLINE 108, 115 (2016). In my previous work, I define “private Islamophobia” as anti-Muslim animus or violence inflicted by individual bigots or actors not tied to the state, *id.* at 111, and “structural Islamophobia” as law, policy, and action taken by a state agency or actor, *id.* at 114.
most potent when driven by a “racialized” frame. Postcolonial thinkers of eras past, most trenchantly Césaire, Frantz Fanon, and Edward Said, revealed how the accompanying hand of racism expedited the plunder of nonwhite peoples. Today, critical race theorists emphatically and incessantly affirm racism’s centrality to law, against the political and legal tidal wave that seeks to disfigure and discredit it. There is perhaps no theatre of law where the centrality of race is on fuller display than the War on Terror, where the unabashed demonization of Muslims remains politically palatable and culturally pervasive. Islamophobia stands, almost singularly, as a final bastion of acceptable bigotry. This is especially apparent in the United States, and a globalized world remade through a War on Terror lens over the last twenty-one years.

The color of freedom and terror is intimately tethered to the world order remade by the War on Terror. Muslims are “presumptive terrorists,” a charge levied on account of race, religion, and realpolitik, even when acting as freedom fighters. A distant, yet kindred campaign for self-determination reinforced the power of this indictment, with a racial design as its narrow. It took form in Europe, beginning on February 24, 2022, when Russian missiles “rained down on the Ukraine,” foreshadowing the thunderous military storm seeking to restore reign over the former Soviet colony. The formidable Russian army rushing in from the east was rightfully and universally branded “imperialist[],” while Ukrainians, from the highest rungs of political office to the deepest

23 “Racialization” is defined as the process of extending racial meaning — itself “an unstable and ‘decentered’ complex of social meanings constantly being transformed by political struggle” assigned to identities in society. Michael Omi & Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States 110 (3d ed. 2015).

24 See Frantz Fanon, Wretched of the Earth (1961), for a formative analysis of the psychological impact of colonization on peoples dispossessed of their lands and disconnected from their independence. See also Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (1993), a collection of essays examining how modern and postmodern imperial campaigns shaped the making of colonial culture and inspired the intellectual and practical resistance of its colonized subjects.


27 See Khaled A. Beydoun, American Islamophobia: Understanding the Roots and Rise of Fear 28 (2018) (defining Islamophobia “as the presumption that Islam is inherently violent, alien, and unassimilable, a presumption driven by the belief that expressions of Muslim identity correlate with a propensity for terrorism”).

28 Id. at 19.

roots of lay society, were globally celebrated as “freedom fighters.”

Unlike the accusations leveled at Ukrainians’ Muslim counterparts striving for self-determination, the Russian indictments of “terror” lacked the dehumanizing hand of race and racism. Rather, the indictments were countered and quelled by their targets’ lurid whiteness, and Ukrainians were celebrated as freedom fighters on the basis of their whiteness coupled with Western opposition to the Russian invasion. It took little for Ukrainians, whose faces monopolized the news headlines and timeline feeds, to become universal darlings and irrefutable victims. The Western world flanked alongside President Volodymyr Zelensky and the Ukrainians’ archetypal whiteness twice mooted Putin’s levied charges of terrorism from Moscow. Ukraine is ninety-nine percent white, and politicians and media outlets all over the world hailed its people fighting for resistance and pushed from Ukraine as refugees.

As Césaire wrote during the thick of the postcolonial era of the 1950s: “Europe has this capacity for raising up heroic saviors at the most critical moments.” This heroism is monopolized by whiteness, embodied decades later by blonde-haired and blue-eyed Ukrainians at the “critical moment[2] of NATO expansionism clashing with Russian imperialism.

Race, far from a fringe actor, is central to the dramatic play unfolding within Ukraine and beyond it. By interrogating the centrality of race in the dialectic of freedom and terrorists, this Essay examines how the realpolitik driving imperial law and its accompanying discourses is powerfully abetted by racial difference, and the indelible resonance of whiteness when it occupies the role of freedom fighter. The War in Ukraine, distinctly unfolding alongside similar campaigns in the

32 Another angle that illustrates the resonance, and reception, of Ukrainian whiteness across Europe was the refugee crisis that instantly followed the Russian invasion. For a trenchant analysis of the role of race in this crisis, see Rashawn Ray, The Russian Invasion of Ukraine Shows Racism Has No Boundaries, BROOKINGS: HOW WE RISE (Mar. 3, 2022), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/how-we-rise/2022/03/03/the-russian-invasion-of-ukraine-shows-racism-has-no-boundaries [https://perma.cc/925Y-STRT].
34 CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 68.
35 Id.
“Middle East” and Muslim-majority contexts, is a powerful theatre illustrating this dissonance; such dissonance colors the framing of “nonwhite” Muslims vying for self-determination as terrorists and white Ukrainians, engaged in the very acts of resistance, as freedom fighters. This racial interplay saturates media discourses, scholarly literatures, and as new wars converge with preexisting crusades, across screens drilled to walls and smaller ones held in our palms.

Through its examination of new war, this Essay builds on foundational literatures interrogating the construction of racialized threat and colonial victimhood. In doing so, it interrogates how the War on Terror creations of terror threaten to extend beyond American borders geographic and political, converging with a globalized formation of whiteness that extends presumptions of innocence and valor to those who hold it. Echoing the formative critical race baseline that racial construction is not separate from political interest, this Essay stands as the first to examine this very discourse within one of the most consequential wars of this era — centered as such because the white identities of its lead actors align with the geopolitical stakes of the conflict.

This Essay will proceed in three Parts. Part I analyzes the racial construction of the terrorist and the freedom fighter, examining scholarly texts and the reifying echo of mainstream news media.

Part II will interrogate the racial juxtaposition at the root of their contemporary sites — Ukraine and Muslim-majority societies — where quests for self-determination against occupying powers are conceived and covered, in dramatically opposable ways.

Part III examines the racialization of freedom fighter and terrorist from within the frame of refugee resettlement outside of Ukraine, affirning how the racial construction of both terms follows individuals from the field of battle to their search for a safe haven.

I. REIMAGINING FREEDOM, REMAKING TERROR

“[Ukraine] isn’t a place, with all due respect, like Iraq or Afghanistan, that has seen conflict raging for decades. This is a relatively civilized, relatively European — I have to choose these words

---

36 This Essay recognizes the colonial roots of the descriptor, the “Middle East,” which is rooted in Orientalist imagining. However, I adopt it situationally in this Essay for purposes of brevity and familiarity. Second, it defines “nonwhite” along political discursive lines. This designation is not defined along American formal classifications of whiteness and nonwhiteness, but the political construction of whiteness as applied to Muslim bodies and populations. For example, Arab, Middle Eastern and North African Americans, Muslim and otherwise, are formally classified as white by controlling executive branch agencies. Yet, the political construction of these identities, before and particularly during the War on Terror, has been that of nonwhiteness. See Khaled A. Beydoun, Boxed In: Reclassification of Arab Americans on the U.S. Census as Progress or Peril?, 47 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 693, 703–16 (2016) (examining how formal whiteness applied to Arab Americans diverges from their lived political experiences).
carefully, too — city, one where you wouldn’t expect that, or hope that it’s going to happen.”

These are the words of CBS News foreign correspondent Charlie D’Agata. He was reporting from the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv days after the Russian siege commenced, startled by the fact that another war — on the very continent that spurred and staged two world wars — was underway in Europe. Despite the memory of World Wars I and II remaining fresh in the minds of elders and history books, a genocidal campaign unleashed on Bosnian Muslims in the nearby Balkans in the 1990s, and the Russian takeover of nearby Crimea, the CBS News journalist viewed war as wholly foreign to Europe.

“[C]hoosing [his] words carefully,” the CBS News reporter did not mince them. Against the force of facts and the stark shadow of recent history, war was a foreign phenomenon to Europe, the bastion of “civilization” for D’Agata. Ukraine, standing on the margins of Western Europe and claiming to join its ranks, was, in line with geographic location, “relatively civilized.” His words and face screamed that what unfolded around him was natural to Iraq or Afghanistan, “uncivilized” lands where war is the natural state of being, order, and disorder. These wars, beyond what Americans only “hope[d] [were] going to happen,” were actually waged in the name of counterterrorism for over two decades.

This Part investigates the racial construction of “freedom fighting” and “terrorism.” It examines how law forms their conceptions, driving their political and discursive imaginings along pointedly racial lines. Section I.A surveys how terrorism has been systematically ascribed to Muslim identity, while section I.B analyzes the construction of whiteness alongside virtues such as innocence and rectitude that give rise to the attendant archetype of freedom fighter.


38 Kesslen, supra note 37.

39 See NORMAN L. CIGAR, GENOCIDE IN BOSNIA (1995), for a historical account of the Serbian war crimes committed against the Muslim people of Bosnia in the 1990s.

40 Kesslen, supra note 37.

41 Id.

42 Id.

43 Id.
A. Islam and Terror

Before one can speak about Islam as a bona fide religion, one must peel off the mass misrepresentations leeching onto it.\(^{44}\) This is the unnatural state of affairs pronounced by the War on Terror, which — by law and its accompanying discourses — intentionally disfigured a faith followed by nearly two billion people around the world.\(^{45}\) This framing was leveraged as propaganda to expand and deepen America’s footprint atop and across it. As Professor Sahar Aziz writes: “The September 11 terrorist attacks finalized a transformation of Muslim identity that had been in the making for decades and was grounded in European Orientalism.”\(^{46}\)

As Aziz explicates, the law and discourse of Islamophobia is by no means unfamiliar or novel.\(^{47}\) In fact, the War on Terror machine revised, readapted, then “redeployed” longstanding European and American Orientalist tropes.\(^{48}\) It spurred ideas that Islam, more racial civilization than religion, inspired unhinged violence through an innate, insatiable appetite for conquest.\(^{49}\) It pervaded historic laws, texts and literatures, and emergent discourses that warned about a “clash of civilization” between the “west” and “Islam.”\(^{50}\) This was a masculine mani-

\(^{44}\) The work of Edward Said, particularly his book *Covering Islam*, delved into the misrepresentations of the faith curated by mass media outlets before 9/11 and the ensuing War on Terror. In it, he observed: “Given the present circumstances, with neither ‘Islam’ nor ‘the West’ at peace with each other or with themselves, it may seem exceptionally futile to ask whether, for members of one culture, knowledge of other cultures is even possible.” EDWARD W. SAID, *COVERING ISLAM* 127 (1981).


\(^{47}\) Id.; see also ROBERT ALLISON, *THE CRESCENT OBSCURED: THE UNITED STATES AND THE MUSLIM WORLD* 45–46 (1995) (“Americans regarded Muhammad as a dangerous false prophet and as the creator of an evil and religious political system. . . . Islam, as the Americans saw it, was against liberty, and being against liberty, it stopped progress.”). See Khaled A. Beydoun, *Between Muslim and White: The Legal Construction of Arab American Identity*, 69 N.Y.U. ANN. SURV. AM. L. 29 (2013), for an examination of how American courts denied the naturalized citizenship of Muslim immigrants from 1790 through 1944 on account of caricaturing Islam as inassimilable and uncivilized, and ultimately irreconcilable with whiteness.

\(^{48}\) Volpp, supra note 18, at 1586.

\(^{49}\) Said theorized this master discourse as a process whereby the West, or the “Occident,” defined itself as the mirror opposite image of the Muslim world, which comprised a segment of the “Orient.” See generally EDWARD SAID, *ORIENTALISM* (1978). For a critical analysis of *Orientalism*, focusing on how Said’s theoretical binary essentialized the two spheres he was invested in critiquing and undoing, see generally DANIEL MARTIN VARISCO, *READING ORIENTALISM: SAID AND THE UNSAID* (2007).

\(^{50}\) The starkest example of this transnational masculine Muslim violence, or impending “clash of civilizations” pitting Islam against the West, is Professor Samuel P. Huntington’s influential book
festation of violence that, after the 9/11 terror attacks and following turbulent era, took on the visible and ominous form of the Muslim male terrorist.51

Islamophobia was and remains a deeply gendered discourse. The framing of Muslim masculinity made modern terrorism, positioning the Muslim male as a figure that simultaneously menaced Muslim women on the home front and Western civilizations afar.52 As Muslim feminist Fatima Mernissi writes, “The so-called modesty of [Muslim] women is in fact a war tactic.”53 The strategically constructed feminine tropes of “submissiveness” and “passivity” were devised as a Trojan horse for the imperial objective of “saving Muslim women,” for colonization, for conquest and the spoils that come from it.54 This metanarrative was extended into the modern context by Professors Saba Mahmood and Lila Abu-Lughod, anthropologists who jab at the Western feminist imperialist impulse by asking, “Do Muslim Women Really Need Saving?”55 The very gendered binary that orients Muslim women as subjects in need of saving and men as tyrants on the home front and terrorists everywhere else is itself a colonial import and an imperial instrument, which erases the myriad of gendered identities within and across Muslim societies.56

Furthermore, Islam, despite being the world’s second-largest faith practiced across every country and continent, still takes on a pointedly racialized form.57 Despite its limitless heterogeneity, the contours of Arab or Middle Eastern, brown, and immigrant identity controlled the


51 See Beydoun & Sediqe, supra note 7.
52 Id.
56 For a rich discussion demystifying this gendered binary and illuminating the rich panoply of gendered expressions in Iran, a Shiite Muslim-majority nation, see generally Afshan Najmabadi, Women with Mustaches and Men Without Beards: Gender and Sexual Anxieties of Iranian Modernity (2005).
57 “[A]nyone who racially ‘looks Muslim’ is similarly vulnerable to Islamophobia. Many South Asian Americans are Muslim, but many others are Hindu, Sikh, Christian, Buddhist, or have no religion at all.” Erik Love, Islamophobia and Racism in America 3 (2017).
popular imagining and presentation of Islam.58 Muslims became terrorists, and the enterprise of terrorism remains incessantly viewed through the linear form of Muslim men.59 To be brown, Muslim, and male meant that the specter of terror suspicion always followed Muslim men, and those non-Muslims with the misfortune of being profiled as such.60

As a result, the lens of terrorism and counterterrorism colored virtually everything Muslims said or did. This included religious expression, political activity, and even benign behavior. “Acting Muslim” functioned as a proxy for terror activity; it invited state suspicion or surveillance, and new regimes of self-policing among Muslim populations in the United States and wherever the War on Terror gaze persisted.61 Muslims were incentivized, if not pushed by War on Terror policy and the societal climate, to behave in line with the political strictures and “moderate” sensibilities.62 More often than not, “good” behavior that concealed Muslim religious expression or conformed to patriotic sensibilities was still not enough to stave off the stigma of terror suspicion.63

Most pronouncedly, and ominously, the lens of terrorism invariably painted perceptions of acts of aggression. In Europe, modern Islamophobia is strongly tinged with the ever-present narrative of the Crusades, which deepens the caricaturing of Muslims as longtime rivals and violent actors.64 The link between Islam and violence is rooted in

58 I define “private Islamophobia” as anti-Muslim animus or violence inflicted by individual bigots or actors not tied to the state. Beydoun, supra note 22, at 111–19.
59 “While violence and terror are the principal makers of Muslim masculinity, the veil and its accompanying dialectic of subordination makes it its feminine analog.” Beydoun & Sedique, supra note 7, at 20.
60 It is important to note that counterterror and collateral suspicion also implicate non-Muslims discursively profiled as Muslims, including Latino, South Asian, and Sikh Americans. See Vinay Harpalani, DesiCrit: Theorizing the Racial Ambiguity of South Asian Americans, 69 N.Y.U. ANN. SURV. AM. L. 77, 162 (2013).
61 See generally Khaled A. Beydoun, Acting Muslim, 53 HARV. C.R.–C.L. L. REV. 1 (2018), for a theoretical analysis of how expressions of Muslim identity invite suspicion, and how Muslims negotiate these expressions and behaviors to stave off stigma.
62 See generally Karen Engle, Constructing Good Aliens and Good Citizens: Legitimizing the War on Terrorism, 75 U. COLO. L. REV. 59 (2004). Principal among “good Muslim” expressions are “denouncing terrorism, supporting the war on terror, and waving the American flag.” Id. at 62–63; see also MAHMOOD MAMDANI, GOOD MUSLIM, BAD MUSLIM: AMERICA, THE COLD WAR, AND THE ROOTS OF TERROR (2004) (examining the genesis of the good-bad Muslim binary and its global application).
63 Beydoun, supra note 61, at 50.
64 While memory, and misrepresentation, of the Crusades is also deployed in the United States, it has special force in Europe. This is largely attributed to the Muslim world’s immediate geographic proximity to Europe, and the continent’s longstanding engagement with the Middle East and Muslim-majority countries. Professor Erika Lee, a historian, writes:

The West’s denigration of Islam dates as far back as the Middle Ages and the Christian Crusades — a series of bloody, violent, and ruthless religious wars started by Pope Urban II to recapture the Holy Land from Muslims and distract from the problems of the Church. The Crusades promoted religious intolerance and violence, resulting in the wide-
European colonial epistemology, seeding it deeper and bolstering its prominence in contemporary policy.65 This, many contend, makes European forms of Islamophobia more intimate, and consequently more complex than their American analogs.66 However, intimacy breeds a distinct mode of violence, oftentimes in more piercing and disabling policies as evidenced by France’s 2004 “Headscarf Ban” legislation.67

Furthermore, even righteous acts of resistance made in the name of self-determination are stained with suspicion when performed by Muslims. The very quest for self-determination, and the heroism it demands, clashed with prevailing political constructions and popular conceptions of Muslims. This held particularly true for Muslims on the opposite side of American interests and the wrong side of its military prowess — in places such as Yemen or Iraq, Pakistan or the West Bank, and Gaza.68 For Arabs and Muslims, flatly clothed with the uniform of terrorism, their acts have been stripped of the value of their intent or objective; and consistently assessed, and indicted, on the mere basis of the actus reus and the contours of their identity.69 Terrorism was imputed even when Muslims were engaged in righteous resistance.

The campaign that ascribed terror to Muslim bodies was not merely epistemological. More pointedly, the law spearheaded it. In fact, every war, executive order, piece of legislation, and policy that dealt with terrorism — or counterterrorism — was built upon the Islamophobic baseline that expressions of Muslim identity were tied to a propensity for

spread massacre of Muslims, Jews, and other non-Christians; the lumping together of diverse peoples from the Arabian Peninsula; and categorizing them as inferior. It also helped establish a worldview in which Christianity and Islam, Christians and Muslims, and Europeans and “Saracens” were viewed as natural enemies, with Muslims being portrayed as dark and evil “others.”

ERIKA LEE, AMERICA FOR AMERICANS: A HISTORY OF XENOPHOBIA IN THE UNITED STATES 295 (2019).

65 The French conquest of Algeria, which prefaces this Essay in the Introduction, is replete with examples of the Islamophobic bind between racialized violence and faith. “In Algiers, in the late nineteenth century, an entire school of psychiatry had been established to explain this kind of violence. More specifically, psychiatrists sought to make a link between Islam and what they called the ‘Arab mentality.’” ANDREW HUSSEY, THE FRENCH INTIFADA: THE LONG WAR BETWEEN FRANCE AND ITS ARABS 172-73 (2014).

66 “[T]here developed a certain intimacy between Europe and the Arabs that in another context Germaine Tillon has referred to as complementary antagonism, a sort of hostility that also included a knowing affection, long years of mutually engrossing experience, and grudging acknowledgement of each other’s actuality.” EDWARD SAID, THE POLITICS OF DISPOSSESSION 162 (1994).


68 Beydoun, supra note 30.

69 Political ideology is imputed on account of identity, even when the act is untethered to one.
terrorism.\textsuperscript{70} This baseline sits at the center of federal policies, like the “Muslim Ban”\textsuperscript{71} and the PATRIOT Act.\textsuperscript{72} It sits at municipal- and state-level state action, such as Countering Violent Extremism (CVE)\textsuperscript{73} and anti-Sharia bans.\textsuperscript{74} Even the newly established Department of Homeland Security reflected the anti-Muslim fixation of the federal government, dissolving the borders between immigration regulation and surveillance.\textsuperscript{75}

Beyond law, policing “Muslim terrorism” drove the reformation of executive-branch institutions. “Structural Islamophobia” legitimized the conflation of terrorism with Muslim identity, functioning both as legal authority and a profound message to citizens to partake in the national project of policing and punishing Muslims.\textsuperscript{76} In that vein, the War on Terror was as much a societal crusade as it was a state-sponsored campaign. As law scholar Professor Naomi Mezey theorizes, “law’s power is discursive and productive as well as coercive. Law participates in the production of meanings within the shared semiotic system of a culture, but is also a product of that culture and the practices that reproduce it.”\textsuperscript{77} The “shared rage” of legal dictate and vigilante violence in the United States and beyond curated a unified front against Muslim communities, categorically profiled as presumptive terrorists.\textsuperscript{78}

\textsuperscript{70} Beydoun, supra note 22, at 117.


\textsuperscript{73} CVE, dubbed the “Mapping Muslims” program, was pioneered in the United States by the New York Police Department, whereby federal law enforcement collaborated closely with local law enforcement to surveil and collect data on Muslim subjects of interests. Beydoun, supra note 22, at 118–19. CVE was practically steered on a local level, whereby law enforcement issued wires and planted informants within Muslim geographies, such as mosques and community centers. Id. President Barack Obama elevated CVE into his signature counterterror program during his second term, in 2014. Samuel J. Rascoff, Establishing Official Islam? The Law and Strategy of Counter-Radicalization, 64 STAN. L. REV. 125, 127 (2012).


\textsuperscript{76} Beydoun, supra note 22, at 117.

\textsuperscript{77} Naomi Mezey, Law as Culture, 13 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 35, 47 (2001).

“September 11, 2001 was a world event but it was also a globalized event,” observed surveillance scholar David Lyon, pointing to how the ensuing War on Terror was also transnational. In the words of the President leading the charge, the War on Terror was not America’s fight alone. In the immediate wake of the 9/11 terror attacks, President George W. Bush lobbied the world’s nations to join in on the “civilizational” war against Islamic terrorism. In praxis, this encompassed Muslim-majority societies and communities across the globe.

By rhetoric and legal fiat, the Bush Administration — and the several that followed — legitimized a globalized effort cracking down on Muslim communities. Domestic counterterror laws were fused together with global policing and war, creating a landscape where “Muslimness” was suspicious transnationally and vulnerable to an expanding network of anti-terror policy. Instead of “selling democracy to the third world” and the broader community of nations, the United States peddled the War on Terror and its bellicose charge of standing “with us or against us” in regard to Islam and its followers. Michael Flynn, former Army lieutenant general who served as the National Security Adviser under President Trump, called the War on Terror a “world war,” which oriented the might of America and the nations flanked alongside it against an amorphous target that took the form of any, and all, Muslims.

Through the law of counterterrorism, governments bent on persecuting their Muslim populations were granted unequivocal decree, from the world’s principal superpower, to do so with renewed impunity. The War on Terror, in short, extended carte blanche to governments across the world to crack down on their Muslim populations with enhanced vigor and American support. This was particularly true for governments bent on crushing self-determination movements from Muslim populations. This included the disputed territory of Kashmir, which maintains a position of legal limbo while interlocked between Pakistan and India, and the Uyghur in northwest China, whose quest for independence since the creation of the modern Chinese state in 1949 has been suffocated by a total surveillance state.

80 President George W. Bush, Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the Nation (Sep. 20, 2001). President George W. Bush gave the amorphous campaign its formal name nine days after the 9/11 terror attacks, when he lobbied Congress to support full-scale war against the Taliban. Id.
81 The appearance or performance of Muslim identity.
82 Mary L. Dudziak, Desegregation as a Cold War Imperative, 41 STAN. L. REV. 61, 63 (1988).
84 See generally Beydoun, supra note 21.
85 For historic background on Kashmir and its precarious positionality, see generally Jasjit Singh, Kashmir, Pakistan, and the War on Terror, 13 SMALL WARS & INSURGENCIES 81 (2002).
86 See generally DARREN BYLER, IN THE CAMPS: CHINA’S HIGH-TECH PENAL COLONY (2021), for a trenchant examination of the cutting-edge technologies the Chinese are currently employing to persecute the Uyghur and other ethnic Muslims in China.
Being labeled a “terrorist” before and especially during the War on Terror was a death blow. This held particularly true for Muslims who already carried the stain of suspicion with them as a consequence of their faith, physical complexion, lands of origin, and a matrix of these factors and more. Islamophobia, adapted from its imperial roots to serve modern political aims, became the new instrument for political control and imperial domination. Fighting for freedom, for Muslim communities during the global War on Terror, would garner no sympathy. Rather, it invited scrutiny, surveillance, and the swinging sword of the state. American law, accompanied by propaganda that conflated Muslim identity and the embodiment of terrorism into an unbreakable monolith, sharpened the sword.

B. Freedom in Whiteness

Whiteness is a wand that, at once, inspires reverence and affirms innocence. Like magic, those who behold it stare in awe, while those who hold it carry enviable power. Outsiders are seduced by its pull and climb against the push of reality to reach it.

Beyond its magic, whiteness is synonymous with first-class citizenship. It “remains a deeply entrenched property interest” that confers a range of substantive rights and societal benefits to those who possess it. In the United States, and settler-colonial states around the globe, displaced and relegated people are conditioned to achieve whiteness, incentivized by the formal rewards and the psychological legitimacy that come with it. In many cases, whiteness was fully conflated with formal

---

87 See generally Beydoun, supra note 61.
88 Islamophobia is rooted in imperialism, and namely, Orientalism. As media studies Professor Deepa Kumar observes: “[N]otions of race and of Muslims as inferior beings could come to the fore in a context where European nations were in a position to actually challenge and eventually dominate once-powerful Muslim empires.” DEEPA KUMAR, ISLAMOPHOBIA AND THE POLITICS OF EMPIRE: 20 YEARS AFTER 9/11 20 (2021).
89 The French historian Arthur de Gobineau wrote: “The only history is white,” illustrating that beyond formal citizenship and legal status, modern epistemology is built upon histories crafted by white men that center white narratives. CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 71.
90 See generally LINDA BOSNIAK, THE CITIZEN AND THE ALIEN: DILEMMAS OF CONTEMPORARY MEMBERSHIP (2006), for an articulation of the informal and formal rights attached to citizenship status, which is reshaped and stratified by race.
92 In the United States, for instance, whiteness was conflated with naturalized citizenship. This prevailed from 1790 until 1952, when racially restrictive legislation prohibited the naturalization of immigrants deemed nonwhite by civil courts. See IAN HANEY LOPEZ, WHITE BY LAW: THE LEGAL CONSTRUCTION OF RACE 31 (1996).
citizenship. Being white, particularly in nations where it is the standard, enables the existential expanse to “be” without being judged; to belong without the burden of explanation.

Whiteness, in these contexts, is freedom — or, at minimum, the optimal pathway toward attaining it and evading the indictments that curb it. Whiteness, in its American form and European analogs, is synonymous with both, without the necessity of hyphens. It is a unitary identity denied, if not impossible, to Afro-Britons or Muslim-Americans, among others. That extension of freedom, and its accompanying virtues, is perhaps the greatest privilege emanating from whiteness — making it as valuable a commodity as any.

As Césaire theorizes within the dialectic of colonialism and civilization, whiteness is also heroism — and that very enterprise of struggling for freedom. This motif of heroism is built upon the premise that only specific peoples, white populations, are deserving of freedom and the panoply of virtues that precede and emanate from it. This presumption, explicitly revealed by postcolonial thinkers, has been made clear all over again today by mainstream media narratives aligning heroism with white Ukrainians, then juxtaposing it with Muslim actors.

In his landmark text *The Fire Next Time*, James Baldwin examines the racial composition of heroism vis-à-vis the Black experience during the Civil Rights Era. Through one of the most notable Civil Rights figures, Malcolm X, Baldwin interrogates the racial anatomy of heroism in America:

The conquests of England, every single one of them bloody, are part of what Americans have in mind when they speak of England’s glory. In the United States, violence and heroism have been made synonymous except when it comes to blacks, and the only way to defeat Malcolm’s point is to concede it and then ask oneself why this is so.

Malcolm’s point, relayed by Baldwin and echoed in this Essay, is that violence is justified as heroic when administered by white bodies. More so, it carries with it the presumption of righteousness and “glory” regardless of whether the aim is illicit or unjust, such as the English colonization of African nations or the French experiment in Algeria. Presumed heroism is built into the construction of whiteness; it is not

---

93 “The status of intending citizen . . . was only open to whites from 1790 to 1870,” and presiding civil court judges decided who could become white — and thus, a naturalized citizen — until 1952.


94 CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 67–68.

95 “No race has a monopoly on beauty, on intelligence, on strength,” and heroism and freedom.


97 Id.
only denied to Black people and Muslims on account of their racialization as irredeemably violent but also foreclosed to them despite pursuing just ends. Within a “racialized imperial context,” heroism is less defined by the act and more defined by the subject. If the latter is white, then the title will be doled out.

Let me be emphatically clear — conceptions of whiteness are by no means uniform across global societies. When examining foreign contexts, one must be careful not to impose American understandings of race, racism, and in particular, whiteness into foreign contexts. This not only disfigures or hides the distinct experiences of nonwhite and non-Black peoples, but it also forces American racial constructs into countries or case studies where they do not fit or make sense. However, in a world inflected by the War on Terror and infected by the “barbarism” of European and American imperialisms, the conceptions of “whiteness” and “terrorism” have become more globalized than ever before. This simultaneously reflects American intellectual exceptionalism’s extensive reach and the global resonance of the hard and soft power of America’s War on Terror.

The racialized discourse around terrorism further illustrates how freedom and innocence are inscribed into whiteness and made inimical to Muslimness. Professor Caroline Mala Corbin writes:

> It is not difficult to uncover two coexisting narratives about terrorism occurring in the United States. The first is the idea that “all terrorists are Muslim,” which sometimes even morphs into “all Muslims are terrorists.” The second is that “white people are never terrorists.” Neither are true.

---

98 Every imperial project is racialized. Here, I am referring specifically to imperial interplays involving a white colonizer and nonwhite colonized populations, whereby the racial dissonance enables what Césaire calls “thingification,” or the commodification of racialized colonial subjects as tools to serve the interests of the colonizer. CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 42.


100 “While the black/white paradigm has played a profound role in our nation’s history, it does not address the myriad issues related to those caught in blurry and gray portions of the divide, both in law and praxis, such as those of Japanese, Chinese, and Indian descent,” and indeed, Arab and (nonwhite and non-Black) Muslim populations. John Tehranian, Performing Whiteness: Naturalization Litigation and the Construction of Racial Identity in America, 109 YALE L.J. 817, 847 (2000).

101 “To go further, I make no secret of my opinion that at the present time the barbarism of Western Europe has reached an incredibly high level, being only surpassed — far surpassed, it is true — by the barbarism of the United States.” CÉSAIRE, supra note 1, at 47. Césaire drew this conclusion in 1950, a position that would be deepened by modern American War on Terror imperialism.

Despite the starkness of these summaries, they capture the general tenor of these widespread narratives.\textsuperscript{103}

The coexisting narratives Corbin interrogates transcend American borders, given their global legs and resonance from the War’s legal propaganda machine. Whiteness disables the envisioning of those who are held to be terrorists, and its very construction is inimical to the racial formation of terrorism.\textsuperscript{104}

Terrorism, in the modern imagination, is more racial identity than political act. Echoing the formative observations of Professors Leti Volpp, Natsu Taylor Saito, and Erik Love, Corbin observes how terrorism is conflated with “Muslimness,” how whiteness sources exemption from terrorism.\textsuperscript{105} Furthermore, the charge of terror is naturally linked to Muslim bodies, alongside the collective guilt all observers of the religion bear when a culprit of terror is a Muslim. It disentangles the individual actor from the enterprise of terror even when engaged in its furtherance.\textsuperscript{106}

In short, whiteness confirms innocence even when the subject’s action states and shows otherwise.\textsuperscript{107} This innocence frames those who possess it, particularly when engaged in rightful resistance, as freedom fighters. On the other side of Corbin’s binary, Muslim actors struggling for self-determination — already perceived through the prism of terrorism — can hardly be viewed as freedom fighters because their very being, particularly during the War, is wed to anti-Western violence.

Being white is no fault of Ukrainians. It does not curb the righteousness of their struggle, nor should it lessen the sympathy or support given to the millions of refugees pushed out of their homeland.\textsuperscript{108} However, racial privilege is not a matter of placing blame or measuring sympathy. \textit{It just is}. It provides clarity to the myth that every refugee

\textsuperscript{103} Caroline Mala Corbin, \textit{Terrorists Are Always Muslim but Never White: At the Intersection of Critical Race Theory and Propaganda}, 86 FORDHAM L. REV. 455, 457 (2017).

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.} at 458–62.


\textsuperscript{107} The January 6, 2021, insurrections were a stunning demonstration of the presumed innocence of violent white actors, who were permitted to organize and collect despite being armed and openly expressing violent aims. Policing measures applied to Black and Muslim activists would have certainly aborted the insurrection, or violently crushed it. \textit{See Chauncey Devega, Imagine Another America: One Where Black or Brown People Had Attacked the Capitol}, SALON (Jan. 7, 2022, 6:00 AM), https://www.salon.com/2022/01/07/imagine-another-america-one-where-black-or-brown-people-had-attacked-the-capitol [https://perma.cc/SH4N-CAM2].

\textsuperscript{108} As of March 19, 2022, the refugee count outside of Ukraine had reached three million. For a data analysis explaining why Ukrainian refugees, on account of race and other factors, have been treated better than other displaced groups in Europe have been, see Youyou Zhou, Nicole Narea & Christina Animashaun, \textit{Europe’s Embrace of Ukrainian Refugees, Explained in Six Charts and One Map}, VOX (Mar. 19, 2022, 8:00 AM), https://www.vox.com/22983230/europe-ukraine-refugees-charts-map [https://perma.cc/7RZW-UEBY].
is equal, and that her upward mobility in a foreign land will be determined by her “work,” “luck,” or “drive.”\textsuperscript{109} It provides crucial color and context to the global canvas of struggles that cast some as freedom fighters and others as terrorists.

The world has been conditioned to stomach Muslim death, while white suffering is pointedly aberrant and unacceptable. Governments’ rushing aid and the global media’s sympathetic lens confirm this through the scale and tenor of support. The words of a former deputy prosecutor general of Ukraine, interviewed by the BBC, articulated the global sympathy for whiteness unfolding during the Russian invasion: “It’s very emotional for me because I see European people with blue eyes and blond hair . . . being killed everyday.”\textsuperscript{110}

This admission was unfiltered and honest. It spoke of the empathy extended because of shared race and shared appearance.\textsuperscript{111} Even more, it is a statement that could be elevated into some grand score, spoken on behalf of a world cheering the Ukrainian fight for freedom. They cheer for a people brandishing Molotov cocktails and makeshift guns, just like Kashmiris or Palestinians bearing similar arms but bereft of the limitless prowess of whiteness.

\section*{II. IN LIVING COLOR: CLASHING THEATERS OF STRUGGLE}

The reports from Ukraine in the wake of the Russian invasion were startling. Thousands of internally displaced people were pushed into makeshift bomb shelters, towns and cities were pummeled by ongoing Russian airstrikes, and refugees crowded train stations and border crossings. Most moving among the stories were those of everyday Ukrainians taking arms against one of the world’s strongest military forces to protect their loved ones and to defend their land.\textsuperscript{112} The images of resistance were similar to those memorialized in \textit{The Battle of Algiers}, and live battles for survival across the Middle East and Muslim societies unfolded in real time, in the same hemisphere.

Unlike for peoples from non-European nations, the public lauded Ukrainians’ pelting stones and whatever else they could grab hold of to

\textsuperscript{109} The “bootstraps myth,” which pervades American and European rightwing and centrist narratives, holds that, “[i]n the absence of rigid social hierarchies, one is what one achieves. The horizons are open, the opportunities boundless, and the realization of them depends on an individual's energy, system, and perseverance, in short, the capability for and willingness to work.” \textsc{Samuel P. Huntington, Who Are We? The Challenges to America’s National Identity} 71 (2004).

\textsuperscript{110} Arab News, “European People with Blue Eyes and Blonde Hair Being Killed” \textit{What a BBC Interviewee Commented.}, \textsc{YouTube}, at 0:01 (Mar. 1, 2022), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pU-9gKzU0_Y [https://perma.cc/b4jS-j6N3]; see also \textsc{Moustafa Bayoumi}, \textit{They Are “Civilised” and “Look Like Us”: The Racist Coverage of Ukraine}, \textsc{The Guardian} (Mar. 2, 2022, 10:33 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/mar/02/civilised-european-look-like-us-racist-coverage-ukraine [https://perma.cc/RN2X-KGHF].

\textsuperscript{111} Bayoumi, \textit{supra} note 110.

\textsuperscript{112} Beydoun, \textit{supra} note 30.
defend themselves.113 Scenes of elders taking arms,114 millionaire athletes leaving luxury for love of land,115 and a president refusing evacuation invitations and declaring that “this might be the last time you see me alive”116 “powered a global narrative of good against evil, imperialism against sovereignty, of David vs. Goliath.”117 This positive coverage was nonexistent for kindred struggles for self-determination in Muslim-majority societies, and more often than not, reversed to dub the colonized as the wrongdoer and the colonizer as the victim.

This Part investigates these double standards, rooted in race and realpolitik, that drive the framing of Ukrainians as freedom fighters and Muslims, similarly campaigning for dignity, as terrorists. Section II.A analyzes the demonization of Muslims striving for self-determination and the lack of media coverage on them in comparison with coverage of their Ukrainian counterparts.

Section II.B investigates the role of race in realpolitik and how the alignment of the two uplifts struggles as worthy quests for independence while their misalignment renders such struggles as terrorist.

A. When Muslims Fight Back

Nations that came together to stand against the Russian invasion and isolate Putin were on the right side of history and the human rights divide — this time. Yet similar struggles taking place in Yemen, Palestine, Kashmir, and other countries for years in different theaters, with distinct contexts but similar dynamics, have been ignored or demonized. Yet the essence of these quests for self-determination against military actions has produced dramatically different treatments from Western governments and radically contrasting coverage from media outlets of record.118

As I note in the Washington Post:

Regular Palestinians resisting state seizure of their homes in Sheikh Jarrah and other occupied territories are conflated with armed militants, rendering them “terrorists.” The reoccurring killing of civilians in Gaza by

117 Beydoun, supra note 30.
118 Id.
ON TERRORISTS AND FREEDOM FIGHTERS

Israeli airstrikes is defended with the same excuses Putin’s propaganda has adapted for Ukraine’s invasion — that women and children are being used as “human shields,” and that justifies striking civilian targets.119 However, Palestinian lives are met with dismissal, both in life and in death, and judged through the lens of terrorism.120

Yemen, the poorest country in the Arab world, provides a lucid case study of this double standard. For roughly seven years, a Saudi regime, flanked by the United Arab Emirates and backed by the United States, has relentlessly pummeled Yemen in its quest to broaden its regional influence against Iran.121 Moreover, as I write:

The grossly asymmetrical “war” against the Houthi rebels — who are linked to the Zaydi branch of Shiite Islam, which dominated Yemen for centuries but was repressed by the Yemeni government — has sunk Yemen into widespread famine and on the cusp of collapse. Instead of global condemnation, Yemenis struggling for their very survival have been met with silence, American-supplied weapons [for the Saudis], and the incessant indictment of terrorism. The war has caused an estimated 233,000 deaths, including 131,000 from indirect causes such as lack of food, health services, and infrastructure due to a Saudi-led blockade.122

The double standards are not isolated to the Middle East or the Arabic-speaking world. In January 2019, the Indian military moved into Kashmir and fully claimed the disputed territory.123 Powered by an imperial mission fueled by Hindutva goals, or Hindu supremacy, Prime Minister Narendra Modi led the legal revocation of Kashmir’s autonomy and then claimed the land between India and Kashmir by


121 For a comprehensive analysis of the Saudi war in Yemen and the regional politics that drive it, see May Darwich, The Saudi Intervention in Yemen: Struggling for Status, 20 INSIGHT 125 (2018).


military annexation. In swift action, Indian police arrested and imprisoned Kashmiri governmental leaders, jailed notable societal figures en masse, arrested activists and journalists, and classified Kashmiri Muslims as presumptive “terrorists” on account of just being Muslim — let alone for speaking up for their claims of independence from Indian military occupation.

These Muslim-majority and nonwhite populations face the very struggle advanced by the Ukrainian people: “They, too, put their very lives on the line against global (and regional) superpowers, some wielding rocks and other makeshift weapons to protect their land, loved ones, and way of life — a trilogy of motivations that world leaders have invoked as part of their solidarity to Ukrainian resistance.” The similarities are stunning, and too stark to ignore. Yet, the universal solidarity extended to Ukrainians — by international media channels, politicians and pundits, and governments across the world — is juxtaposed with the opposition and demonization for Palestinians, Yemenis, and Kashmiris by these very same actors. Such responses contribute to the continued dehumanization of these peoples and derail their struggles for dignity.

A handful of voices, during the thick of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, make sense of the stark double standards. Writing for *Brookings*, sociology Professor Rashawn Ray observes what so many have been afraid to voice:

“European” has become a code word for white and a justification of the primary reason that people should care about the conflict, displacement, and killing. Bloody conflicts in Syria, Somalia, and other places have not received the wide-reaching international media coverage — or urgent international government action — that the invasion of Ukraine has inspired.

As Professor Cornel West unequivocally states, “race matters” on domestic and international issues. But more than just “mattering,” race often determines which struggles are worth covering and uncovering, and dictates which peoples are worth humanizing and which people are to remain invisible. The force of race, through its humanizing and demonizing effect, functions alongside political interests — interests that determine whether a group fighting for its independence will be lionized or vindicated, demonized or ignored.

---

124 Id.
126 Beydoun, *supra* note 30; see also Ray, *supra* note 32.
127 Ray, *supra* note 32.
B. Race and Realpolitik

In the immediate aftermath of the Russian invasion, I wrote in the Washington Post:

[What explains the world of difference between the Ukrainian struggle and the ongoing quests for self-determination in Muslim-majority lands? Within the realm of geopolitics, race, religion, and interests still matter. The three are deeply entwined, particularly in relation to the Middle East and the Muslim world, where a protracted war on terror renders anybody Arab, Brown, or Muslim as a putative terrorist — notwithstanding the righteousness of their struggle or the unhinged imperialism of their opponents.129]

That question, months later, remains as stark as when it was initially conceived.

Political interests, combined with the enduring effects of Islamophobia and racism, provide a guide toward sobering answers. In an illustration of the raw pull of American interests, the Biden Administration tightened its relations with Saudi Arabia and Prince Mohammed bin Salman in March 2022 to increase oil production — the very regime relentlessly pummeling Yemen.130 The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the state that actively exports Wahhabism — the interpretation of Sunni Islam adopted by transnational terror networks like the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria and Al-Qaeda — continues to be the strongest American ally in the region.131 The Saudi-American bond is still strong, despite the Kingdom’s leader being Prince bin Salman, a person widely regarded as the culprit behind the murder of Jamal Khashoggi, a Washington Post journalist living in the United States.132

Race, racism, or Islamophobia alone do not dictate which groups are excused from demonization and which are met with its judgment. States are rational actors, and the salience of race is shaped alongside the shape and scale of those interests. What formative critical race theorist and Professor Derrick Bell dubbed “self-interest leverage”133 characterizes American foreign policy not only at large but also with the Middle East.

---

129 Beydoun, supra note 30. There is no monolithic and integrated “Muslim world.” Rather, the global Muslim population is divided along lines of sect and confession, political identity, and nationality. Yet this Essay adopts the term as a shorthand way to describe the disparate population of Muslims across the globe.


in particular, where the policy double standards are fully exposed. Beyond casting nations, transnational groups, and political parties that conflict with its regional interests as terrorists, the United States has pounced on ethnic and sectarian rivalries to carry forward its objectives in the Middle East. Racialization, thus, is central to American regional policy, is deeply abetted by exploitation of other constructions, and divides to expand its influence.

The humanitarian plight of Yemenis, for instance, does not fall in the calculus of American interests because Yemen stands as the poorest nation in the region and is Saudi Arabia’s target. This very assessment holds true for Palestinians, vying for some semblance of statehood. The State of Israel, alongside Saudi Arabia, is a staunch ally of the United States and the majority of European states. In turn, it curates a reality on the ground where Palestinians are extended little support from international state solidarity and media coverage from mainstream media outlets — which, instead, often conflate their struggle for self-determination with terrorism. The current media imbalance dedicated to Palestine and Israel transcends that of legacy media, with social media platforms, dubbed “surveillance intermediaries” by law Professor Alan Rozenshtein censoring Palestinian voices from their digital pages and timelines. Mainstream media outlets erasing Muslim voices from their coverage and governments conspiring with Big Tech to censor, or shadow ban, dissidents from virtual platforms also unfold

134 For an examination of how surveillance during the American War on Terror seizes upon sectarian division to advance its domestic footprint, see Khaled A. Beydoun, Bisecting American Islam! Divide, Conquer, and Counter-Radicalization, 69 HASTINGS L. J. 429, 467–85 (2018). 135 Alongside Israel, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the United States’s principal ally in the Middle East. Zack Beauchamp, Beyond Oil: The US-Saudi Alliance, Explained, VOX (Jan. 6, 2016, 9:00 AM), https://www.vox.com/2016/1/6/10719728/us-saudi-arabia-allies [https://perma.cc/Y6TR-JL3F]. 136 These states, particularly the United States, remain invested in persistent turbulence in the Middle East, a state of disorder that Israel, as principal ally, continues by way of regional proxy: Actual American policies have been a continual source of disorder throughout the Middle East. Along with pursuing or promoting four separate regional wars (two interventions in Iraq, one in Afghanistan, and the July War between Lebanon and Israel), American actions have played critical roles in sustaining tensions in the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict and in producing wild fluctuations in the oil markets.

in India, Kashmir, and Myanmar\textsuperscript{140} — places, amongst others, where Muslim factions struggle to make their voices heard and push forward independence movements.\textsuperscript{141}

Within the matrix of political and economic interests driving state and corporate media actors, race must be figured into — not outside — its algorithm. The zeal of support for Ukrainians is a product of the alignment of whiteness with American and European opposition to Russian imperial interests. The two, combined, amplify the degree of rhetorical and symbolic support from governments and private actors, and accordingly, the degree of political support for Ukrainian soldiers fighting Russia and practical aid to refugees. Race and \textit{realpolitik}, in this regard, are baked into one another.

The Syrian Revolution of 2011 — which emerged during the wave of Arab Spring movements — serves as a telling counterexample. Though the conflict had its own distinctions and complexities, the Syrian people fended against an authoritarian government backed by the very Russian regime that besieged Ukraine in March 2022.\textsuperscript{142} Sympathy for the Syrian people within the United States and Europe was fractured at best. The debate over whether to support the Syrian people was a deeply contested wedge issue among politicians and the people, riddled by the very War on Terror racialization that colored freedom-fighting Syrians as presumptive terrorists.\textsuperscript{143} This racialization was put into sharp relief when the regime of President Bashar al-Assad and its backers in Moscow violently crushed the Syrian Revolution, after which millions of Syrian refugees poured into Europe and the United States.\textsuperscript{144} Upon arrival, they were profiled as putative terrorists due to their nationality, and most fiercely, their Muslim faith.\textsuperscript{145}

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{141} Lindsay Maizland, \textit{India’s Muslims: An Increasingly Marginalized Population}, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELS. (July 14, 2023, 3:00 PM), https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/india-muslims-marginalized-population-bjp-modi [https://perma.cc/qZqR-KU3L].
    \item \textsuperscript{143} Amina Dunn & Bradley Jones, \textit{Americans Divided over Decision to Withdraw from Syria}, PES RSCH. CTR. (Jan. 18, 2019), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/18/americans-divided-over-decision-to-withdraw-from-syria [https://perma.cc/7BFX-85MU].
    \item \textsuperscript{144} Zoe Todd, \textit{By the Numbers: Syrian Refugees Around the World}, PBS (Nov. 19, 2019), https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/numbers-syrian-refugees-around-world [https://perma.cc/77NR-SBZ3].
\end{itemize}
Unlike Ukrainian refugees, displaced Syrians were not welcomed as (defeated) freedom fighters. Rather, they met the scrutiny of counter-terror suspicion instantly upon arrival, and when admitted into the United States, the United Kingdom, Spain, or Italy, their faith and phenotype carried that indelible marker of threat and looming fear of terrorism wherever they went.\footnote{See Hassan Hankir & Hams Rabah, Arab Refugees See Double Standards in Europe’s Embrace of Ukrainians, \textit{REUTERS} (Mar. 2, 2022, 10:57 AM), https://www.reuters.com/world/arab-refugees-see-double-standards-europes-embrace-ukrainians-2022-03-02 [https://perma.cc/GC3X-4MET].} American and European interests were invariably aligned with the Syrian Revolution. Yet the racial and religious identity of those fighting for it were misaligned with and bereft of the resonance of whiteness that Ukrainians carry.

The public’s imagination of the \textit{freedom fighter} and the \textit{terrorist} is intensely shaped by race and racism. There is a certain envisioning, one of “lay Ukrainians taking arms and throwing molotov cocktails as heroes and Muslims engaged in the very same acts, in pursuit of the same self-determination, as extremists.”\footnote{Beydoun, \textit{supra} note 30.} While state heads and governmental leaders demonstrate solidarity with Ukrainian people fighting for independence, Yemenis, Kashmiris, Palestinians, and other besieged peoples linger on the “uncivilized” side of the racial and geopolitical divide, “for a world of support that may never come.”\footnote{Id.} Césaire rightfully observes: “Between colonizer and colonized there is room only for forced labor, intimidation, pressure, the police, taxation, theft, rape, compulsory crops, contempt, mistrust, arrogance, self-complacency, swinishness, brainless elites, degraded masses.”\footnote{CÉSAIRE, \textit{supra} note 1, at 42.}

The praxis of this observation is accurate yet powerfully reshaped by race in two fundamental ways. First, the racial dissonance of a white imperial actor and nonwhite colonized subjects intensifies the scale of these effects. Second, if the subjects of imperialism are white, like the Ukrainians, then the world — principally the Western world — will not tolerate their subjugation. This is particularly the case for the brutal subjugation of war, where the horror of white bodies slain and spread across newsreels and virtual timelines will spur explosions of emotion seldom assigned to nonwhite victims, particularly Muslims during the War on Terror.

Finally, one cannot overlook the underbelly of anti-Soviet sentiment undergirding popular discourses around Ukraine. Russia, particularly for older generation Americans, is invariably viewed from the prism of the Cold War.\footnote{For an example of this perspective, and one that interrogates whether the Cold War “ever really ended,” see Robin Wright, \textit{Does the U.S.-Russia Crisis over Ukraine Prove That the}
siege, is himself a holdover of the former Soviet Union — which tightens the conflation between modern Russia and the old Soviet regime.\textsuperscript{151} While the shadow of Cold War tension colors the political and popular perception of Russia and its invasion of Ukraine, the conflict remains a pointedly ideological clash. It is, unlike conflicts with Arab nations or crusades against Muslim actors, bereft of the racial and racist narratives that drive state-sponsored and societal responses.

Ukrainians are viewed as unequivocally white, which is also the case for their Russian foes, which begs the question: How much more intense would global support, and racialized sympathy, be for the Ukrainians if their adversaries were nonwhite?

III. REFUGE FROM WAR AND RACISM

‘You either open the door or we die . . . ’ He finally opened the door. We were the only three Africans in that particular train. And the train was not full.

— Orah, an African student fleeing besieged Ukraine\textsuperscript{152}

It should be no surprise that nations are willing to open the door to refugees they laud as freedom fighters. Conversely, it is no surprise when they close and lock the door to those branded as undesirables or, worse, those suspected as terrorists. Security is a fundamental \textit{raison d’être} of the state and taking in actors that jeopardize it would undermine this state interest. Freedom fighters enrich the nation, while terrorists threaten it.

The racial formulation of “freedom fighter” has implications beyond the theater of battle. The legal and media framing follows the subject wherever she goes and, most powerfully, when the fighter becomes the refugee seeking safe haven beyond her homeland. This Part examines this existential shift from fighter to refugee and the impact of the battlefield racialization that stays with the white freedom fighter and stains the identity of the nonwhite terrorist in search of refuge. Section III.A examines the practical effects of refugee resettlement, while section III.B investigates the role of media coverage in this process.


152 Adams et al., \textit{supra} note 33.
A. The Wedge Between Nonwhiteness and Refugee Resettlement

Security, as scholars within and beyond the law have observed for decades, is intimately enmeshed with race and the intrusion of racism. This is also the case with the converging questions around immigration and refugee resettlement, where in the United States and Europe, the standing authority of whiteness filters the desirable from the undesirable, the future patriot from the imminent pariah. Indeed, racialized notions of “superiority and inferiority at the same time drove the new settler states toward racially exclusive immigration policies” and refugee resettlement policies. White immigrants are seldom viewed as inferior aliens in these contexts, where their whiteness renders their status invisible and blends them into the majority.

In Black Skin, White Masks, the postcolonial thinker Frantz Fanon observes that the “European has a fixed concept of the Negro.” This static understanding of Blackness, and in particular Black masculinity in Fanon’s case, is wed to tropes like violence and threat. As he experienced as a native of Martinique in France, this understanding is also wed to lack of civility and education. Critical scholars label this permanent frame of understanding another racial or ethnic group as “essentialism,” whereby magnificently diverse peoples are reduced to a flat and intractable essence. As feminist scholar Professor Diana Fuss...
ON TERRORISTS AND FREEDOM FIGHTERS

claims, “essentialism is classically defined as a belief in a true essence — that which is most irreducible, unchanging, and therefore constitutive of a given person or thing.”

This “fixed” essence of nonwhite refugee was on full display following the Russian invasion, offering yet another window into the racial double and triple standards emanating from Ukraine. As documented firsthand through social media, Black refugees endured horrific racism from Ukrainian officials during the evacuation process.161 Black people were removed from evacuation trains to make room for white Ukrainians and subjected to arbitrary drug tests.162 This maltreatment unfolded again when Black Ukrainians and nationals from other countries reached the borders of other nations and faced being denied accommodation at shelter centers or excluded from entry altogether — “we are only taking in Ukrainians.”163 The latter meant, in practice, that we are only taking in white people. The anti-Black racism saturating the evacuation echoed, during a wartime moment no less, that the “undesirable” essence ascribed to Black people often superseded the humanitarian imperative to aid a people fleeing war and fending for their very survival.164 As Black Twitter echoed over and again during the Russian invasion, “even in imminent danger, racism does not rest.”

This very principle applies to Muslim refugees fleeing war-torn Ukraine and, even more so, in the waves of accosted people fleeing their native lands in the Middle East. Refugees from the Ukraine, specifically white refugees, were met with welcoming zeal and open arms from nations throughout and beyond Europe.166 White Ukrainians fleeing their homeland were less so “immigrants,” rather “accosted neighbors” in immediate need of rescue. If they chose to stay within the nations that

162 See id.
163 “Several buses crossing every hour and not one foreigner allowed across. We finally made it across and we’re told accommodation at the hotel is only for Ukrainians. No sleep or food in 3 days... Why does nationality determine who rests?” Khanyi Mlaba, Black People in Ukraine Are Reporting Racism While Trying to Leave, GLOB. CITIZEN (Feb. 28, 2022), https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/racism-leave-ukraine-asylum-black-people-of-color [https://perma.cc/WJK4-PMN].
165 See, e.g., @banks_camryn, TWITTER (Mar. 1, 2022, 3:43 PM), https://twitter.com/banks_camryn/status/1498760743157783079 [https://perma.cc/KD94-CRJD].
absorbed them, they were presumptive citizens, or “noncitizen citizens” — evading the stigma of perpetual foreignness that is tattooed on Muslim immigrants. This stigma persists beyond the bounds of formal citizenship for Muslim citizens of France or the United States, where “substantive citizenship” remains defined along racial lines, and terror suspicion “undoes” the perceived citizenship of Muslims who hold its formal status.

Muslims, in places where the War on Terror rages forward, are often cast as “alien citizens.” As a consequence of state and societal suspicion, they possess a legal status of citizenship eroded by the societal hostility and state-sponsored suspicion converging upon their bodies and communities. For them, formal status is contrary to the psychological stigmas spurred on by racism and Islamophobia, which hold their faith and phenotype at odds with prevailing conceptions of racialized citizenships. European nations rushing to absorb Ukrainian refugees offer immediate “psychological membership” on account of racial concordance. The process engages in what German immigration scholar Professor Christian Joppke calls the “problem of ethnic selectivity,” wherein states formally prefer and proactively resettle individuals that look like, and share traditions and values with, most of their citizens.

On the other hand, European nations closed their borders to the waves of refugee populations escaping war from Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, and more. The “Fortress Europe,” the staunch continental opposition to refugees, was a clearly racial and racist movement building impregnable walls that deflected Muslim immigrants and refugees. People oftentimes sought to penetrate the “Fortress” through extralegal means, only to be denied upon arrival or found dead miles from the

167 “Noncitizen” refers to a status whereby people are viewed, and often treated, as full-fledged citizens despite not holding possession of formal citizenship. Bosniak, supra note 90, at 5.

168 Id. at 31 (“[T]here is often a gap between possession of [formal] citizenship status and the enjoyment or performance of citizenship in substantive terms.”). For a close examination of how French Muslim citizens, namely youth, are cast as outsiders despite holding French citizenship, see Jean Beaman, Citizen Outsider: Children of North African immigrants in France (2017).


171 Id.

172 The substantive measures of citizenship also include “psychological membership” or marginalization. Bosniak, supra note 90, at 20.

173 Id.

174 Joppke, supra note 6, at 1–30.

seashore.176 These are risks that Ukrainian refugees did not have to face.

Muslim immigration is not only a wedge issue in Europe but also a matter that has revised and currently defines the political landscape across the continent. Staunch opposition to new Muslim entrants has given rise to and emboldened preexisting populist movements and parties. Through the lenses of terrorism and “civilization,” former fringe parties have stormed the mainstream with their anti-Muslim rhetoric and policy proposals.177 These same voices rose to welcome (white) Ukrainian refugees in the days following the Russian invasion, which not only illustrates the salience of race with regard to European immigration but also admits the supremacy of race — and indeed whiteness — within that political realm.

European nations were ready to admit Ukrainian refugees while maintaining steadfast opposition to absorbing Muslim entrants. Spain’s far-right politician Santiago Abascal revealed this, in spades, when he announced in Parliament that anyone can see the “difference” between Ukrainian refugees “and the young men of Muslim origin and military age trying to ‘colonize’ Europe.”178 Abascal’s statement spewed racism. While many would condemn the explicit nature of his remarks, “[t]he world has rushed to welcome White Ukrainian refugees, yet has brutally tried to stop the waves of refugees coming from Africa, Central America, Yemen, Syria, Afghanistan[,] and Myanmar.”179

A rightful tragedy and contradiction riddled the mise-en-scéne across Europe in the midst of a new continental war. Nations, like Ireland, absorbed 100,000 Ukrainian refugees in rapid order while millions of Syrians lingered between the status of statelessness and despair, still searching for somewhere to land.180 Even France, the center of anti-Muslim xenophobia and state-sponsored Islamophobia in Europe, pivoted to admit more than 10,000 Ukrainian refugees181 and sent a clear message to Muslims — even those from Francophone African nations — that Islam stands as the fundamental barrier to entry. The most

176 “And those Third World migrants who dare risk their lives to migrate to First World countries without legal authorization are confronted with increasingly militarized border regimes negotiated by First and Third World nation-states, and which amount to multilateral projects for the regional containment of Third World persons beyond the First World.” E. Tendayi Achiume, Migration as Decolonization, 71 STAN. L. REV. 1509, 1515 (2019).
177 See generally HUNTINGTON, supra note 109.
178 Beydoun, supra note 30.
179 Id.
hostile anti-Muslim populists in France, including a right-wing presidential hopeful, lent support for the Ukrainian refugees piling into France. However, that candidate explicitly qualified that Arab refugees are to be denied — without exception. In political parlance, Arab was an umbrella term that encompassed Muslim immigrants.

The freedom fighter, even after they flee, will be lauded. When they reach domestic shores, they will be let in with a hero’s standing ovation and welcome. They will then be celebrated with the measure of care, the compassion, and the resources needed to start anew. Even when they are not a citizen, they will be treated as such and will be adorned with many of the benefits and privileges longtime residents of the nation have enjoyed — benefits nonwhite citizens still have yet to receive.

The terrorist, however, is castigated wherever they stand. They become more of a threat when absorbed into the nation. They are to be barred, at all costs, from coming in and becoming part of the nation. Their customs, faith, and very being are emblematic of disorder and disaster, which the state and its polity must keep tabs on, keep their gaze squarely upon, and keep at a safe distance from.

**B. Media Double Standards**

For Western journalists and global audiences conditioned by wartime reporting during the past twenty years, the images of war were wed to the Middle East and not “us.” The very people that inhabited these lands embodied the menace of war and terror. War and terror, outside of this context and specifically within Europe, were absurd and out of place. It did not belong in Ukraine but rather belonged in Syria, Afghanistan, and Muslim-majority societies oriented around the Western imagination of forever war and the fixed state of disorder. Since war was alien to Europe and indigenous to the Middle East, the immigrants spilling out of the latter were alien too, Western media seemed to say.

---


183 Id.

184 See BOSNIAK, supra note 90, at 5.

185 “They seem so like us. That is what makes it so shocking... War is no longer something visited upon impoverished and remote populations. It can happen to anyone.” Daniel Hannan, Vladimir Putin’s Monstrous Invasion Is an Attack on Civilisation Itself, THE TELEGRAPH (Feb. 26, 2022, 5:00 PM), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2022/02/26/vladimir-putins-monstrous-invasion-attack-civilisation/ [https://perma.cc/G3E7-VGQD].

186 See EVELYN ALSULTANY, ARABS AND MUSLIMS IN THE MEDIA: RACE AND REPRESENTATION AFTER 9/11 (2012), for a critical examination of the most prominent stereotypes of Muslim men and women after the 9/11 terror attacks.

187 See generally SAID, supra note 49.
The deeply racial labels of “terrorist” or “freedom fighter,” and their loaded proxies, riddled the early coverage of war in Ukraine and the refugee crisis that followed. It stained a righteous stand for self-determination with the familiar taint of whiteness and the forceful tenor of Islamophobia gripping the continent — while the world watching this pattern plummeted toward yet another war. The clasped hands of whiteness and Islamophobia also steered media coverage of the refugee crisis, which relayed rich and layered stories of Ukrainian refugees while, conversely, sidelining coverage of Afghans and Syrians who have long suffered from statelessness and media silence.\textsuperscript{188} Or, they seemed to refer to Muslim or Middle Eastern refugees only as a counterpoint to the ample coverage extended to Ukrainians, a counterpoint often doused in the images from the War on Terror plaguing media representations and misrepresentations of Muslim refugees.\textsuperscript{189}

The recent trend to address and cover the racial double standards is an incremental step forward. However, this exposure is seldom followed with substantive analysis, and it relegates immigrants of color into mere reference points for racism. It often ceases at that point for Arab and African, Black and Muslim subjects fleeing crisis. On the other hand, “[t]here has been no shortage of stories comparing the rush of love directed at Ukrainian refugees to the xenophobia unleashed against nonwhite immigrants, by European and American media outlets.”\textsuperscript{190} Furthermore, this coverage is not accompanied or met with what Afghan, Syrian, and Rohingya refugees require — humanizing and dedicated reporting, sustained attention, and the layered storytelling dedicated, in seemingly endless order, to Ukrainians.

The mere mention of nonwhite subjects of war as reference points perpetuates their objectification and essentialization as nameless victims of forever wars. What may seem a progressive step for media outlets identifying this racism is undergirded by an orientation that prioritizes white victims of war. As I write in \textit{Anadolu}:

Non-white refugees do not simply exist to evidence racism in refugee resettlement and immigration. Nor are they a homogenous bloc that only warrants reference to gratify the liberal sensibilities of journalists, or entire

\textsuperscript{188} Statelessness has been dubbed the “paradox of mobility and insecurity,” which is “a simultaneous tendency to migrate but without the protection or citizenship of a home state.” \textsc{Sarah M.A. Gualtieri, Between Arab and White: Race and Ethnicity in the Early Syrian American Diaspora} 168 (2009).

\textsuperscript{189} “[M]edia portrayals connected with events such as 9/11, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the civil conflicts in Syria, and an increase in terror related activities across Europe have produced compelling images and narratives that paint Muslims . . . as violent.” \textsc{Nazita Lajevardi, Outsiders at Home: The Politics of American Islamophobia} 110 (2020).

\textsuperscript{190} Khaled A. Beydoun, \textit{Analysis — When Immigration Is No Longer a Wedge Issue: Ukrainian Refugees and Journalistic Humanization of White Plight}, \textsc{Anadolu Agency} (Mar. 25, 2022), https://www.aa.com.tr/en/analysis/analysis-when-immigration-is-no-longer-a-wedge-issue-ukrainian-refugees-and-journalistic-humanization-of-white-plight/2545523 [https://perma.cc/7XAW-Y5MQ]; \textit{see also}, e.g., \textsc{Ray, supra note 32}. 

media outlets, keen on representing themselves as non-racists. Particularly
when their media coverage, or lack thereof, shows otherwise. 191

For decades, yellow journalism has dominated Western media coverage. Yet even more indelible is the color of whiteness, which often taints journalistic ethics and prioritizes the struggles “of those that look
like the people who hold power, believe like them, and share kindred
traditions.” 192 Among the first to identify this was the Arab and Middle
Eastern Journalists Association in Washington, D.C., which called out
the racism that saturated the media coverage of Ukraine in the wake of
the Russian invasion. 193 The organization stated that “[n]ewsrooms
must not make comparisons that weigh the significance or imply justi-
fication of one conflict over another — civilian casualties and displace-
ment in other countries are equally as abhorrent as they are in
Ukraine.” 194

Journalistic ethics are founded upon a commitment to fair, balanced,
and objective coverage. However, the weight of whiteness and the im-
print of political interests on newsrooms have undermined this mission
and exposed double standards that call their integrity into question.

CONCLUSION

{D}o not make me into that man of hatred for whom I feel only
hatred . . .

— Aimé Césaire 195

If you live, live free.
Or die like the trees, standing up.

— Mahmoud Darwish 196

The pursuit of freedom is a universal one. It transcends faith and
race and races through the veins of every human. The world sees this,
unfolding in real time, in nations where peoples of all shades root their
boots to the soil against the march of foreign empire and the reign of
foreign order. Like oaks in Europe and olive trees in the Levant, they
stand, resolute, prepared to sacrifice themselves for a natural love that
precedes colonial law imposed by man.

191 Beydoun, supra note 190.
192 Id.
193 Press Statement, The Arab & Middle E. Journalists Ass’n, Statement in Response to Coverage
of the Ukraine Crisis (Feb. 2022).
194 Id.
195 AIMÉ CÉSAIRE, NOTEBOOK OF A RETURN TO MY NATIVE LAND 38 (1939).
Yet man has enmeshed racism into law. Law is manipulated, over and again, to cast nonwhites as terrorists, while those claiming the pinnacle of the racial caste often evade that indictment. This dialectic was firmly in place before the siege of Ukraine in late March 2022. However, the latest chapter of European war, which could ignite a third world war, illustrates how race, steered by realpolitik, drives the making of terrorists and freedom fighters and the unmaking of people clinging on to their dignity in the face of formidable military and media erasure.197

In the weeks and months after the invasion, and during the thick of the protracted siege, Ukrainian flags were ubiquitous throughout the United States. The show of solidarity was sublime, and perhaps even surprising, during a moment when rights-based internationalism has plummeted within the American consciousness.198 The blue and yellow flags were hung up on restaurant windows, while Americans wore them as pins and waved them in front of schools and state buildings alongside the red, white, and blue. These were not Ukrainians expressing their patriotism but rather everyday Americans demonstrating solidarity with a foreign people, a besieged people, who fell victim to an imperial power. The scale of the solidarity was staggering particularly because this was a war that did not directly involve the United States. The American government was a bystander, for once, that pulled out of a twenty-year war and occupation with Afghanistan only months before — the first global theater of its War on Terror.199

After a lecture in March at the University of San Diego School of Law, I counted twelve Ukrainian flags on my fifteen-minute Uber ride from the campus to San Diego. I counted zero for the unfolding struggles for survival in Kashmir, East Turkestan, Yemen, or Palestine.200 These flags, draped atop businesses or hanging from residential poles, would invite suspicion, scorn, or both. Their connection to Islam, regardless of the symbols they stood for or their patent secularity, would pause even natives of those lands from waving them during a War on

197 There was early discussion that events in Ukraine could lead to World War III. See, e.g., Bret Stephens, Opinion, This Is How World War III Begins, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 15, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/15/opinion/russia-ukraine-world-war-iii.html [https://perma.cc/SL59-YX6H].
200 Before it bore the name “Xinjiang,” the northwest territory home to fourteen million Uyghurs in northwest China was called East Turkestan. It is the indigenous land for Uyghur Muslims, who have endured an ethnic cleansing campaign steered by the Communist regime in China. For a brief history of East Turkestan from a Uyghur perspective, see East Turkistan: Brief History, WORLD UYGHUR CONG., https://www uyghurcongress.org/en/east-turkestan-2 [https://perma.cc/U26K-4DX4].
Terror, let alone everyday Americans — who rushed to place Ukrainian flags front and center on their homes, automobiles, and lapels in the days after Russia’s invasion.

Flags are symbols, and they represent far more than national allegiance. In this instance, the display of Ukrainian flags represents solidarity and support, compassion and concern. Few hardly squint or hesitate when a Yemeni village is leveled by American drones or when French airstrikes rain down and “rock the Casbah.”201 The world is desensitized to imperial violence inflicted on Muslims, who are still branded terrorists, while state-sponsored terror is relentlessly unleashed against them.

As I have written before, Muslims are only newsworthy when they are villains, not victims.202 The world stands idle as Muslim bodies, fighting for freedom or buried under colonial rule, are gunned down in the name of counterterrorism. Their bodies, dehumanized in life and in death, stand as relics of a colonial past that many across Europe still doggedly cling on to with fists of rage. For the French, colonial Algeria is inextricably tied to their heritage, and for Americans, wars in Afghanistan and Iraq are core threads of their cultural conditioning.203 Instead of undoing these psychoses, the law has reproduced them. Instead of disentangling racism from humanity, the media confirms it.

For Muslims, who have endured these colonial and postcolonial wars and the tragedy of forced displacement that follows, Ukraine is a painful blow. It is another reminder that their bodies, their beings, are worth less — and too often, are worthless. It is difficult for them, and those cognizant of the lurid and lucid double standards emanating from Ukraine, to dream of a uniform standard applied across race, religion, and the realpolitik in between. It is difficult to imagine a world where the theaters of resistance in the Algerian Casbah or Kashmir receive the same light as the struggles in Ukraine. These dreams, instead, are incessantly interrupted by crashing reality. A reality delivered in songs of silence, and scores of violence, that whisper: “Drop your bombs between the Minarets, Down the Casbah way.”204

---

201 THE CLASH, Rock the Casbah, on COMBAT ROCK (CBS Records 1982).
203 “As a young [French] man said in the train the other day: ‘Me, I don’t give a damn about Algeria, and I don’t like colonization either. But it’s our heritage. And you have to hold on to your heritage, even if it doesn’t pay.’” CAMUS, supra note 4, at 109.
204 THE CLASH, supra note 201.